Frank Lloyd Wright was born in Richland Center, Wisconsin, and is recognized as one of America's most influential architects. To commemorate the 150th anniversary of Wright's birth on June 8, 1867, Wisconsin has created the first official Frank Lloyd Wright Trail in celebration of his achievements and lasting legacy. Explore the designs and inspirations of Wright through a series of nine stops in his home state.

Make it a complete weekend by exploring local restaurants and quaint hotels along the way.

**DAY 1**

1. SC Johnson Administration Building, Racine
   - 6 miles (10 km)
   - Start your day at Robert's Roost for a quick breakfast and coffee before heading to the SC Johnson Administration Building. The structure, along with the SC Johnson Research Tower, serves as the world headquarters of the household cleaning product manufacturer.

   - The 1939 SC Johnson Administration Building has been one of the top 75 buildings of the 20th century, and Wright designed everything down to the furniture. See the impressive Great Workroom, a half-acre of open space and massive tree-inspired furniture. See the impressive Great Workroom, a half-acre of open space and massive tree-inspired furniture.

   - Wingspread, Wind Point
     - Drive just 8 miles north to experience Wright’s only work for the Johnson family. SC Johnson, Jr., the SC Johnson Company’s third-generation chairman, commissioned the architects to build his family estate. With four wings jutting out across 14,000 square feet of space, Wright comprised his spread-out creation in 1951 and named it “Wingspread.”

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.

**DAY 2**

1. WSF, West Point
   - 6 miles (10 km)
   - Explore the WSF, West Point, a historic, local setting in nearby Spring Green. Situated in an old, renovated granary, Wilson Creek Pottery, where you can get the best food in town. Drive just 8 miles north to experience Wright’s only work for the Johnson family. SC Johnson, Jr., the SC Johnson Company’s third-generation chairman, commissioned the architects to build his family estate. With four wings jutting out across 14,000 square feet of space, Wright comprised his spread-out creation in 1951 and named it “Wingspread.”

   - Start your day at Robert’s Roost for a quick breakfast and coffee before heading to the SC Johnson Administration Building. The structure, along with the SC Johnson Research Tower, serves as the world headquarters of the household cleaning product manufacturer.

   - The 1939 SC Johnson Administration Building has been one of the top 75 buildings of the 20th century, and Wright designed everything down to the furniture. See the impressive Great Workroom, a half-acre of open space and massive tree-inspired furniture.

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.

2. Milwaukee. Tours of the Burnham home are open to the public on select dates, and reservations are not required.

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.

**DAY 3**

1. Taliesin and Frank Lloyd Wright Visitor Center, Spring Green
   - 5 miles (8 km)
   - Continue on to Racine for a visit to the SC Johnson Administration Building. This structure, along with the SC Johnson Research Tower, serves as the world headquarters of the household cleaning product manufacturer.

   - The 1939 SC Johnson Administration Building has been one of the top 75 buildings of the 20th century, and Wright designed everything down to the furniture. See the impressive Great Workroom, a half-acre of open space and massive tree-inspired furniture.

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.

   - Take the 6 miles north to experience Wright’s only work for the Johnson family. SC Johnson, Jr., the SC Johnson Company’s third-generation chairman, commissioned the architects to build his family estate. With four wings jutting out across 14,000 square feet of space, Wright comprised his spread-out creation in 1951 and named it “Wingspread.”

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.

   - Take the 8 miles north to experience Wright’s only work for the Johnson family. SC Johnson, Jr., the SC Johnson Company’s third-generation chairman, commissioned the architects to build his family estate. With four wings jutting out across 14,000 square feet of space, Wright comprised his spread-out creation in 1951 and named it “Wingspread.”

   - Stop for lunch at Corner House or Wells Brothers. Then, drive to O&H Danish Bakery where you can pick up an award-winning kringle.

   - Complete your day with a collection of contemporary arts and crafts. Visit the Taliesin campus for a guided tour. You can support local, handcrafted usable art. Rent out Aldebaran Farm, which was the home of Wright’s uncle, James Lloyd-Jones, and located on his property in the late 1910s.